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Integrated social platforms boost workforce productivity,  
delight customers and speed innovation. 

PLEASING THE CROWD: 

How Social Business  
Solutions Can Build a  
Successful Social Workplace
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THE CIO OF A GLOBALLY DISPERSED 
COMPANY—let’s call him “Discouraged Dan”—looks these  
days like the frazzled host of a crowded party. Multiple conversations 
about a multitude of topics are happening in many rooms. Nobody 
knows anyone except the few people with whom they’re talking. 
Guests are lurking in the corner watching the action. A few people are 
checking their mobile phones. Some are reading magazines. The TV 
is running a news feed. The radio is streaming a live game. And the 
party keeps growing. How is Dan supposed to keep his guests happy 
and engaged? He tries to be a good host, but quickly finds that his 
efforts just aren’t scalable. Guests are leaving. There’s a better party 
down the road. 

“Confident Carl,” the CIO of another large global company, is the 
host of the new party. Unlike Dan, he’s not worried. His guests may 
be dispersed, but they’re all connected. They are introduced to each 
other as they come in the door. They’re given the layout of the place, 
pointers to the people there and conversations going on, and a quick 
cheat-sheet on how to make the most of your time while you’re there. 

Guests are quickly bumping phones, exchanging information, and 
tapping into the various information feeds that they want to follow. 
Carl isn’t afraid of using social technology to empower his guests. In 
fact, his guests are happier—and more productive than they’ve ever 
been—and the party is just getting started. 

CIOs like Carl understand that social technology is no longer a “nice to 
have” but a “must have” in today’s results-driven workplace. Like Carl, 
many Global 2000 CIOs are deploying cohesive social platforms to 
help employees capture and extract business value from knowledge 
sharing and collaboration activities.

And Carl isn’t alone. More than 1.5 billion people globally are using 
IT-enabled communities, and 70 percent of companies are already 
using social technologies, according to a July 2012 McKinsey Global 
Institute report, “The social economy: Unlocking value and produc-
tivity through social technologies.” The report found that knowledge 
workers spend 28 hours per week writing emails, searching for infor-
mation, and collaborating internally. In addition, some 90 percent of 
companies using social technologies (defined by McKinsey as prod-
ucts and services that enable social interactions in the digital realm, 
allowing people to connect and interact virtually) report significant 
business benefit from using them. McKinsey estimates that the use 
of social technologies to improve communication and collaboration 
within and across enterprises could unlock as much as $1.3 trillion  
of business value annually. 

Many Global 2000 CIOs are 
deploying cohesive social plat-
forms to help employees capture 
and extract business value from 
knowledge sharing and collabora-
tion activities.

http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/mgi/research/technology_and_innovation/the_social_economy
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/mgi/research/technology_and_innovation/the_social_economy
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With those numbers, it’s no wonder that a CIO—or CTO or director 
of IT, for that matter—needs to play the role of party host par excel-
lence, not only concerned with pleasing the crowd as a whole, but 
making sure productivity prospers even when addressing security, 
compliance, regulations, and mobile demands. In a business setting, 
successful IT executives facilitate a number of strategies, initiatives, 
and functions—such as mobile collaboration, talent management, 
innovation acceleration, security, and scalability—with enterprise-
wide social business technology.

But a recent Gartner study on social initiatives in the enterprise found 
that without a meaningful plan that has measurable objectives, a 
social initiative ultimately will fail. According to Gartner, the right social 
plan will result in a successful deployment, enabling a business to 
increase revenues, decrease costs, increase employee and customer 
satisfaction, and extend its brand awareness.

Stand in the Place Where You Are… 
And Think About Your Direction
NewsGator believes that Confident Carl has it right. By encouraging 
collaboration in a way that makes sense for each person, role, project, 
communication preference, department, and location, the party pros-
pers. It’s just a matter of integrating the right social technologies into 
your workplace. So where do you start? 

That’s a good question. Frost & Sullivan wrote a whitepaper about  
it. They believe that Not All Enterprise Social Networking Solutions 
Are Created Equal. IT Considerations Have Direct Impact on ROI. 

“Enterprise decision-makers must evaluate solutions that are exten-
sible, and they must consider attributes beyond the user-facing 
features, including the operational implications of introducing social 
software into their IT environments.” NewsGator agrees. Social 
doesn’t come in a one-size-fits-all package. 

Start by evaluating where your company and workers are and where 
you want them to be. Is onboarding and training critical to your 
growth or is rapid ramp-up key to critical corporate initiatives? Do 
you have a large remote or mobile workforce? Are you seeking to 
accelerate innovation and go to market faster? Is there a disconnect 
between the technological whizzes in the organization and status-
quo employees? Do you work in a regulated industry or have security 
concerns? Quite possibly you’re dealing with at least one of these 
issues. So let’s take a look at them.

Brian Kellner, executive vice president of product development at 
NewsGator understands the plight of the CIO in a social-mobile world. 
So, where do IT strategists start? “They need to know what’s impor-
tant and focus on that. Fitting into their existing world and adding 
value is key. We tie into what they’re already working with, like email. 
Getting a question intelligently routed through email notifications to 
the right recipients and delivering the answer promptly is a funda-
mental and highly effective capability.” Sounds simple right? But what 
do you really have to gain?

McKinsey estimates that when fully utilized, social technologies can 
raise the productivity of interaction among workers in large orga-
nizations by 20 to 25 percent. Some of the gains, McKinsey notes, 
are predicated on workers shifting the way they communicate from 
channels designed for one-to-one communication like email and tele-
phone to social channels like communities and microblogs. “Today, a 
huge amount of relevant enterprise knowledge is locked up in email 
inboxes. As more enterprise information becomes accessible and 
searchable, rather than locked up as ‘dark matter’ in inboxes, workers 
could save not only the amount of time they spend on writing, 
reading, and answering email, but also on the amount of time spent 
searching for content and expertise,’’ the McKinsey report says. That, 
in turn, frees up workers for more productive activities. 

Social technologies lower barriers between functional 
and geographic silos and even change the boundaries  
of the enterprise to bring in additional knowledge and 
expertise. Experts within the company also find that 
they can quickly create and share content.

http://info.newsgator.com/WP201206ROIWhitepaper_WP201206MasterTemplate.html?LeadSource=whitepaper&ps=cio
http://info.newsgator.com/WP201206ROIWhitepaper_WP201206MasterTemplate.html?LeadSource=whitepaper&ps=cio
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It’s that easy. Liberate the information and make it available to the 
people who need it most, when they need it most, from where they 
need it most.

Connect with New People in a Meaningful Way
Social technologies lower barriers between functional and geographic 
silos and even change the boundaries of the enterprise to bring in 
additional knowledge and expertise in what McKinsey calls “extended 
networked enterprises.” Just as a skilled host introduces new people 
to existing conversations, lowering the barriers in your workplace 
creates new relationships and connections for any of your knowledge 
workers, regardless of their role. People find their place and start 
contributing value faster.

Take someone like “Social Stan”—he’s responsible for onboarding and 
talent management. When new employees join the company, Stan 
points them to the company portal and directs each of them to create 
their own social profile. Key information in their profiles including skills, 
interests, background, and job duties allow the system to provide 
recommendations to each employee to link with other like-minded 
or similarly tasked individuals within the company. Immediately, the 
newbie has a lifeline and can start gleaning information that is impor-
tant to their job. 

Stan knows that social doesn’t stop with a profile—and it only begins 
with an activity stream. He takes social talent management seriously. 
He asks himself, what happens when an employee gets back to his or 
her desk and has questions about a document, a project; where to go, 
whom to see? What happens when the new employee starts a new 
project? Stan knows he can’t handle all of the questions by himself 
and he doesn’t have the budget to hire more trainers, support special-
ists, video editors, and communications specialists. And person-to-
person mentorship programs haven’t exactly endured in the past. So, 
he leverages the capabilities of enterprise social tools. 

Part of a new employee’s training plan is to not only create a profile 
but to learn how to leverage knowledge bases that are relevant to his 
or her role and to watch a series of scenario-based videos that were 
created and uploaded by experts throughout the company. Anyone 
in the company can create or contribute knowledge—and no one 
person has to answer the same questions again and again. Experts 
within the company also find that they can quickly create and share 
content. They can even do it from their mobile devices. Stan doesn’t 
have to worry about single-handedly creating all of the material and 
holding formal training sessions. He knows that simply enabling the 
newbies to access information and colleagues is more effective—
and a better use of resources—than many time-consuming, formal 
training programs. The information evolves as a natural consequence 
of people’s jobs and expertise and the formerly daunting task of 
training new hires or ramping people to new projects becomes 
simple, natural, and fun.

This Party is BYOD
Another type of party guest is “Mobile Mary.” Like many employees, 
Mary has brought her smartphone to work. As a sales manager, 
she wants to stay in touch with customers and collaborate with her 
peers, many of whom also rely heavily on their own intelligent mobile 
devices. Fortunately, her CIO is Confident Carl. He’s a forward thinker 
who has embraced the BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) phenomenon 
to enable secure, scalable collaboration for all workers. Whether they 
have smartphones or tablets, they can access their social network 
wherever they might be. Mary and her coworkers are enjoying work 
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from wherever they are—and getting more done. No more informa-
tion is lost in the ether or left back at the office on some inaccessible 
server. If Mary has a question, she asks it—and gets an answer  
within minutes. If she wants to upload documents, pictures, or videos 
to the activity stream to collaborate around a deal she’s working on, 
she does it.

Recently, Mary was visiting a customer site with an important deal on 
the line. The customer wanted to re-stock his inventory with a new 
version of a popular piece of merchandise, but gave her the incorrect 
product name and number. By taking a picture of the item with her 
smartphone, posting it in the appropriate community, and tagging  
it with the right keywords, Mary was able to get an answer within 
minutes—in the affirmative—on new product availability. The deal, 
and the commission were hers. 

Innovate While You Celebrate
Then there’s “Innovation Iris.” She is tasked with helping to overcome 
a leading challenge for CEOs: build a culture of innovation. Since her 
boss is Discouraged Dan, she knows she has her work cut out for her. 
But her goal is to turn Dan’s outlook around. She knows innovative 
companies that are succeeding in the marketplace are pushing the 
boundaries of strategic ideation. She believes that by opening up the 
process and crowdsourcing ideas, the company can speed the inno-
vation cycle and go to market faster with products and services that 
are more closely aligned to what their customers want. 

Her first step was to create a Product Innovation Community. She 
enabled the ideation capability within it and invited colleagues, 
customers, and partners to join. Community members submitted 
ideas on-the-fly and conducted polls that were relevant to their jobs (a 
favorite feature of the sales and marketing team). She also launched 
an idea campaign, assigned vote allocations, and was easily able to 
monitor and reward top ideas and contributors for the campaign’s 
duration. Iris and Dan’s company, once a laggard in new product 
launches, halved its product rollout time from conception to launch. 
Customers are happy—and they’re letting their friends know about 
it. Dan’s outlook about social technologies changed as a result of this 
experience. No longer discouraged, Dan is determined to expand the 
social innovation initiative to a corporate-wide strategy. 

Have Fun, But Stay Safe
Every party has a guest who is that voice of reason—the person  
with a more pragmatic side, who thinks about how to protect critical 
intellectual property and stay in compliance with federal regula-
tions and corporate security policies. “Security Sally,” a vital cog in 
in the business, understands the importance of taking an integrated 
approach when deploying social technology so that value can be  
realized, without risk. 

Fortunately, Sally’s boss is Confident Carl. He championed a social 
platform that integrates existing corporate resources like email, 
instant messaging, CRM tools, and content within their SharePoint 
environment with features like social and video-based learning, 
mobile collaboration, innovation management, rewards and recogni-
tion, and social media monitoring. As a result, collaboration within 
the company has shot up and he didn’t have to replace existing 
infrastructure; it’s simply leveraged to its best advantage. And Sally’s 
mind is at ease because the system works with native SharePoint 
security that’s easy to administer at a community, user, or asset 
level. Records management? eDiscovery? Compliance concerns?  
No problem. It’s handled.

Embrace the BYOD (Bring Your Own Device)  
phenomenon to enable secure, scalable collaboration 
for all workers. Whether they have smartphones or  
tablets, they can access their social network wherever 
they might be. 
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Listen and Learn 
Every party has a guest who likes to listen. But if the party is loud, 
that’s not easy. “Project Paul” is a project manager on several key 
corporate initiatives. He lives with piles of project notebooks and 
post-it notes, and is constantly in meetings. He is having a hard time 
keeping up with the amount of information that is flowing and is 
constantly falling behind in email. There just isn’t time for one more 
meeting. Paul has reached critical mass; his productivity is suffering—
and so is his happiness. Corporate IT just launched a new intranet, 
and he thinks, “Great, another tool.” 

Begrudgingly, he logs in, creates a profile, follows colleagues who are 
critical players on his projects, and sets up communities for each of 
his initiatives. To keep track of all the information, he creates personal-
ized filters and views to follow the people, communities, and activi-
ties that help him get his job done. Finally, he thinks, everything is in 
one place. Let’s see how it works. He receives notifications on topics 
that are important to him in a way that makes sense. He’s not buried 
under piles of email and conversations are conveniently linked to the 
content within their respective communities. Paul puts away his paper 

files, creates collaboration jam-sessions within his communities, and 
even shuts his email off on Fridays. Why not? He can keep track of 
progress from his mobile phone! When was the last time he went out 
to lunch with his colleagues? He’s about to find out. He pins a broad-
cast message to the activity stream so that his teams know what to 
do while he’s offsite. Not only has Paul’s productivity improved, he’s 
somehow found time he thought he’d permanently lost.

A Revolutionary Party
Faced with the social technology revolution, savvy IT execs are 
changing their enterprises—for the better—in the way their people 
learn, communicate, and collaborate. 

“Social technologies, in fact, have the potential to unlock the initia-
tive, creativity, and passion that are needed to produce true innova-
tions and enable companies to tackle the most difficult problems,” 
according to McKinsey. 

Companies that embrace social technologies are making their compa-
nies better places to work—and more attractive to a new generation 
of employees. 

That’s what Confident Carl knew and what Discouraged Dan discov-
ered. Now, they’re both popular—and both their parties are ‘A-list’ 
events. Let NewsGator show you how you can throw a successful 
social party within your workplace too! n

For more information, visit www.newsgator.com—July 2012 McKinsey Global Institute report

Social technologies, in fact, have the potential to  
unlock the initiative, creativity, and passion that are  
needed to produce true innovations and enable  
companies to tackle the most difficult problems.
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NewsGator in Action
With over four million paid users at Global 2000 companies, NewsGator can help you make your workplace social and more successful. Here are a couple of 
customer examples: 

GENERAL MILLS 

As its product portfolio grew across more than 100 countries, food giant General Mills was concerned about keeping its more 
than 32,000 worldwide employees connected in a common workplace that wouldn’t compromise the positive and productive 
culture it had fostered at its Minneapolis headquarters. “You get almost half your work done in the hallway,” says Steve Brantner, 

(former) manager of learning and communications at General Mills. So the company deployed NewsGator to build “Connect—the General Mills Global Hallway”  
in a matter of months, connecting 22,000 people in 300 social communities to spur ideas and increase brand innovation. 

“We hire amazing people. We work really hard to find them and every day we give them the toughest challenge they’ll face. And that combination creates great 
brands,” says Mike Martiny, General Mills vice president of information systems. The choice of NewsGator made sense because General Mills was already using 
Microsoft SharePoint 2010. With NewsGator Social Sites, geographic and functional silos are not a worry. “I see employees around the world at very different pay 
rates and job levels have very rich conversations that are going to make a competitive difference for us,” says Martiny. 

NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS 

When Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) was created as a joint venture, differences in corporate culture and philosophy quickly 
became apparent among the combined 60,000+ employees. Nokia had grown up around a centralized structure, while Siemens 
had taken a decentralized approach. Being dispersed across 150 countries added specific geographic and departmental chal-

lenges related to accelerating innovation and human capital management. 

The new company understood that its success would hinge on resolving the cultural and philosophical differences while addressing the operational challenges. 
It would need to strengthen communication and collaboration, dramatically improve access to workforce expertise, increase knowledge and information-
sharing, and align its innovation with customer expectations—all without any major overhaul of or disruption to existing IT infrastructures.

NSN decided that social networking in the enterprise was the solution to effectively and efficiently address the multi-faceted challenges they faced. Seeing 
Microsoft as a solid industry standard on which to build, NSN chose the seamless integration of NewsGator Social Sites to take full advantage of its existing 
infrastructure, which meant the IT team didn’t have to start from scratch and could develop interfaces very quickly.

With NewsGator, NSN is excelling in an industry where companies are faced with delivering “faster, better, cheaper” on a daily basis. Franz Schmid, IT service 
manager for Web 2.0 at NSN noted, “This kind of social computing collaboration is simply not possible through an ‘out-of-the-box’ solution. It needs to be fit  
for purpose and flexible which is what NewsGator has offered us.”

http://www.newsgator.com
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ADDITIONAL READING

Social Sites 3.0 for SharePoint tackles 
enterprise social networking ‘noise’
The new version of the product works with SharePoint 2010  
and the upcoming SharePoint 2013 and helps users filter their 
social networking streams

By Juan Carlos Perez, IDG News Service
August 2012 

Users dealing with social notification overload might get some relief from the latest version of 
NewsGator’s Social Sites ESN (enterprise social networking) add-on for Microsoft SharePoint.

Social Sites 3.0, which will ship this week, features a redesigned user interface called Lookout 
that offers a variety of layout improvements and filtering tools to manage the flow of notifica-
tions in users’ activity streams.

“The Lookout interface is designed to let users decide what’s important to them, keep track of 
those things and not miss anything in their activity streams,” said Brian Kellner, NewsGator’s 
executive vice president of products. In addition, Social Sites 3.0 can be used with both Share-
Point 2010 and the upcoming SharePoint 2013, which Microsoft is currently beta testing.

Among the Lookout improvements are multi-column views for segmenting notifications by 
category and the ability to re-arrange the layout by dragging and dropping elements. Social 
Sites also features a variety of filtering options to fine-tune the flow of notifications users see 
on their ESN interfaces, as well as automated recommendations that suggest content, groups, 
communities, and individuals they may be interested in subscribing to.

“As stream UIs become a standard part of collaboration tools, it’s important that people be able 
to filter the flood of information into consumable amounts, or they will miss valuable content,” 
said Alan Lepofsky, a Constellation Research analyst, via email. 

The more successful an ESN implementation is, the higher the likelihood that users will  
run into trouble trying to manage their activity streams, said Brad Shimmin, an analyst with  
Current Analysis.

Read the full article

IDC Forecasts Strong Growth in  
Enterprise Social Software Spending
The research firm expects compound annual growth  
to exceed 40 percent between 2011 and 2016

By Juan Carlos Perez, CIO.com
June 2012 

Demand for enterprise social software will grow strongly in the coming years, as more  
organizations implement the products to improve collaboration and communication primarily 
among employees, but also with customers, according to IDC.

Between 2011 and 2016, IDC expects the compound annual growth rate in spending to hit  
42.4 percent for this type of product, also commonly referred to as “enterprise social collabora-
tion” and “enterprise social networking” software.

“We’re seeing good strong growth from the major players in this market and that’ll continue  
for quite a while,” said Michael Fauscette, lead author of two IDC reports out  
this week about enterprise social software.

Customers spent US$767.4 million on the products globally in 2011, and will spend  
almost $4.5 billion in 2016, according to IDC’s “Worldwide Enterprise Social Software  
2012-2016 Forecast.”

Enterprise social software adapts Facebook-like and Twitter-like features for workplace  
use, including employee profiles, activity streams, microblogging, discussion forums, wikis,  
and content tagging, rating and reviewing.

Because of their potential for sharpening employee communication they’re becoming  
important tools for “decision support” and productivity across most industry verticals, 
according to Fauscette.

Among the growth drivers are a push to add social collaboration capabilities to other  
enterprise applications, and demand from employees for software that resembles the 
consumer applications they use outside work. 

Read the full article

http://www.infoworld.com/d/applications/social-sites-30-sharepoint-tackles-enterprise-social-networking-noise-199536
http://www.cio.com/article/708989/IDC_Forecasts_Strong_Growth_in_Enterprise_Social_Software_Spending

